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Due to the recent changes in the AMC political climate, the Editor of the WHN, WHN, has requested
that all subscribers read and complete this form. 

1.  Subscribers to the WHN WHN will be exposed to moderate to occasionally high levels of political incorrectness.  This may result in snide chuck-
les or an occasional moan.

2.  In some cases, but only when it aids the development of a story or any particular fetish I might suffer from, the subscriber will be exposed
to partial nudity.  The Editor regrets this and stresses that this will occur only when he feels like it.

3.  Should a nonsubscriber read this and be offended by its content, well you really should not be reading other peoples mail....so buzz off.

4.  While no political or social agenda is favored by the WHN , readers should be aware that we vehemently dislike any humans with the first
name of:  Ronald, Bill, Bob, Nancy, Newt, Ted, Jesse, Hillary, George, Tammy Faye, or Strom.  In contrast, the Editor of the WHN WHN favors persons with the first or professional name of:
Bambi, Fifi, Suzette, Lulu, Candy, Miss January thru December, and the entire Dallas Cowboy Cheerleading Squad.

5.  The publisher and editor of this news journal claim impunity to all prosecution based on our utter stupidity.  All requests to retract and correct wrongful information will be met with glee
and giggles....  
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Albania (WHNWHN) In a shocking development,
agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(F.B.I.) seized graduate student Margaret
(“Maggie”) Talbot on August 21, 1995.  In
an exclusive undercover investigation,
World Headline News World Headline News special correspon-
dent Aldrich Ames (author of “Why the
C.I.A. Sucks”) has uncovered shocking alle-
gations against the fabled F.B.I.  The honor-
able Mr. Ames' report implicates the F.B.I. in
the use of electro-shock therapy, bright
lights, handcuffs, and the promise of a steady
paycheck in the alleged abduction of Ms.
Talbot.  In addition, Mr. Ames charges the
F.B.I. with the deprivation of Advanced
Degrees (a misdemeanor), illegal student
laundering, as well as the wanton baton
attack against Nancy Kerrigan.   

The physical evidence supporting
Aldrich Ames allegations against the F.B.I. is
extensive.  WHNWHN legal council Johnny “Free
OJ” Chochran states that the WHNWHN has pho-
tographic evidence (see left) supporting the
steady paycheck theory and, in addition, has
substantial DNA evidence that Mark
Furhman was behind the scheme to abduct
Ms. Talbot.             We will miss you Maggie! 

Typical Federal Paycheck
(Photo by  Aldrich Ames)

Maggie Talbot Upon Seeing
“Typical Federal Paycheck”!

Jack-Booted Federal  Agents  RaidJack-Booted Federal  Agents  Raid

Albanian Medical  School  LaboratoryAlbanian Medical  School  Laboratory
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WHN WHN Resumes Publication
Following Lengthy Prison

Term... errr Hiatus

Albania (WHNWHN ) Following a five month
...errr..hiatus, the WHNWHN has resumed publica-
tion.  The WHNWHN would like to assure you, its readers, that the break in
publication had nothing to do with the $30,000,000 libel suit filed by
Mother “The Big Gambino” Theresa, the $17.50 class action libel suit filed
by John “Madonna” Mahoney and John “Benito” Eaton, or the 99 cent
suit filed by the Most Honorable Pope Hugh Hefner I for deformation of
character (hey, what a twisted character..).  

see related story: Touring the Highlands of Columbia with Pablo Escobar 

WWindows 95indows 95
GrGreatest Thing Since Sliced Breatest Thing Since Sliced Bread!?ead!?

Albania (WHNWHN) May 6, 1937, August 6, 1945, August 9, 1974,  June 12,
1994, and now August 24, 1995.  While all these dates* will live on in histo-
ry as great moments of the 20th Century, none will be more significant than
the last;  the date that Windows 95 was released.  Windows 95 represents a
radical departure from previous versions of Windows in that --gasp-- it is
almost user friendly.  This surprising change in strategy by Microsoft has
wreaked havoc among information system managers in that it threatens the
exorbitant salaries these individuals currently receive.  In contrast, the 80%
of the world that has suffered the bytes of Windows 95 predecessors have
breathed a collective sigh of relief;  finally an operating system close to
mac....

J u s t  L o o k  A t  T h e  
R a v e  R e v i e w sR a v e  R e v i e w s

almost like Mac......;  reminds me of a
Mac.......;  Mac-like....;  not as good as

a Mac, but close....

*Hindenburg explosion, Hiroshima atomic bomb, resignation of Richard M.

Nixon, murder of Nicholl Brown Simpson and Ronald Goldman.
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The Fable of Touchee and FeahleyThe Fable of Touchee and Feahley
By Wota Wanker

Special Special WHN WHN Australian CorrespondentAustralian Correspondent

The room was silent but for the dripping tap.  Slowly and incessantly the tap
continued eroding the quiet of the day.  Frustrated, Ms Feahley reached for the
phone and spoke tersely for a minute.  The tap dripped on.  

Some time later the tap was matched by the sound of knocking on the door.
Ms Feahley called out, "Come in, its open!" Mr Touchee stepped in and was
greeted with, "Well its about time, I phoned hours ago.” Touchee responded, "Are
you addressing me with in a manner to suggest that I am in some way subservient to
you ?".  "How dare you question my mode of address", replied Feahley, "I'm a feminist
lesbian separatist." Touchee shouted, "Well, I'm a member of an under represented multicultural ethnic group
and have a learning difficulty !".  "I feel the suffering of centuries of female oppression by patriarchal soci-
eties", retorted Feahley.  "I live in low income housing as a single parent with a chronically sick child !", cried
Touchee.  In unison they cried, "Blame the government!"

And so they went on.  Eventually the lawyers were called and the case of Touchee-Feahley went to court.
You all know how this fable ends, the lawyers lived happily ever after.  Oh, and the tap was never fixed.
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Where In The World Is
O.J.'s Money

Mr. Cochran�
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Accounting Firm Of:
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Grand Cayman Islands
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January 1994 Net Worth:  $18.71 Million
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The publisher and editor of this news journal claim impunity to all prosecution
based on our utter stupidity.  All requests to retract and correct wrongful 

information will be met with glee and giggles.... 
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Looks kinda like a Mac, quacks kinda
like a Mac, must be Windows 95!
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